Résumé. 2014 Abstract. 2014 A hybrid aligned nematic liquid crystal sample presents a bulk flexo-electric polarization P. The coupling of P with an external electric field normal to the bounding plates allows, for weak anchoring, a texture distortion. We report a new linear flexo-electro-optic effect in such a cell with a weak anchoring, which presents an electrically controlled birefringence. The results also indicate that the sin2 03B8s form of the surface anchoring energy is inadequate when the surface angle 03B8s is large.
A hybrid aligned nematic (HAN) liquid crystal cell (see Fig. 1 ) has a splay-bend distortion of the director (n) field and hence a flexo-electric polarization (P) . The latter is given by the expression [1, 2] The difference between the flexo-coefficients (el -e3) has been measured [3] in a HAN cell by the application of a transverse field, perpendicular to the plane containing n. When instead the external electric field E is applied between the bounding plates, so that the director distortion remains confined to a plane, the orientation of n can be characterized by a single variable O(z) where 0 is the angle made by n with the z-axis (Fig. 1 ). In such a case, the free energy per unit area due to the flexo-polarization, viz. [4, 5] , so far only some surface domains have been experimentally observed [6] , and they do not yield strong electrooptic effects. In the present Letter, we report the first « large » polarity dependent flexo-electrooptic effect.
We first outline a simplified model. When the flexo-electric contribution dominates, for small values of E, we can ignore the energy due to dielectric anisotropy (Ae) which is quadratic in E.
In any case, even when the linear effect is small, we can extract it from the data as we shall see later.
We assume that the anchoring energy is infinitely strong at the planar orienting surface and weak at the homeotropic one. In the one elastic constant approximation, the free energy per unit area of the sample is given by
The Euler-Lagrange equation leads to the constant curvature condition :
The torque balance equation at the homeotropic surface reads L-197 FLEXO-OPTIC EFFECT IN HYBRID NEMATIC which can be rearranged to yield Equation (5) gives the explicit dependence of 8S on E arising from finite values of L and (el + e3). The optical path difference is given by :
where R=(~2013~)/~, ~ and no being the extraordinary and ordinary refractive indices. We have expanded Fl -R sin' 0 for small R (R ~ 0.2) and assumed that the applied voltage (and hence EL) is small compared to K~(e, + e ~) ~ 0.3 V. The three terms in the brackets in equation (6) bring out the influence of different physical processes. The first of them gives the value of Al for strong anchoring (L = 0). The second one brings out the correction due to weak anchoring and the third term the linear electro-optic effect due to flexo-electricity in conjunction with weak anchoring.
It is interesting to compare the field induced distortion in the HAN cell and in the homeotropic cell of Helfrich experiment [4] with infinitely weak anchoring. In the HAN cell the surface angle variation A0s in presence of field is of the order (el + e3) EL/K, to be compared to e3 Ed/K in the homeotropic geometry. As e3 ~ el, for weak anchoring (L &#x3E; d/2) the HAN cell is more sensitive, and vice versa. In fact, the homeotropic plates of Helfrich cell must present also some anchoring strength, so that the sensitivity of the HAN cell must be generally larger. The main effect which increases the optical sensitivity of the HAN cell is the average tilt of the director compared to the plate normal z, which allows Al to be linear in E. Practically, it is also simpler to apply a large homogeneous field in the HAN cell normal to the transparent electrodes, rather than parallel to the plates in the homeotropic geometry.
In our experiments, a methodybenzylidene butylaniline (MBBA) sample is contained between two transparent indium-tin oxide coated glass plates. The upper electrode has a silicon monoxide coating at an oblique angle to ensure a planar alignment with a strong anchoring [7] . The lower plate is coated with DMOAP silane for homeotropic treatment. We have found that the strength of anchoring due to this treatment depends on the composition of the solution used to coat the material. The optical path difference (Al) between the extraordinary and ordinary rays is measured using a tilting compensator in conjunction with a Leitz polarizing microscope.
The A/(E) measurements on a cell for which W is not too low are shown in figure 2 . The sample thickness ~ 22 ~m is fixed by mylar spacers. The MBBA sample was relatively pure ( TNI ^-~ 42 ~C). The measurements were made at room temperature (~20 ~C). The [10] and the measured value of Al for V = 0 we get L/d ~ 0.088 from equation (6) . Since K ~ 0.7 x 10-6 dyne [ 11] , we get from equation (5) [ 12] and sign [ 13] with recent direct measurements.
The results on a second cell with a very low anchoring energy at the homeotropic boundary is shown in figure 3 . It is clear that the linear effect predominates in this case, A/ actually decreasing for negative voltages up to --3.5 V. Beyond this negative voltage, A/ again increases due to the dielectric term. We also see the influence of the screening effect till -± I V : the slope of the Al(V) curve is about 5 times smaller within this voltage range than for higher voltages. The sample used in this cell was less pure (TNI = 3 5 °C) and the experiments were done at T N I -10°. Using the corresponding values of no = 1.55 and R ~ 0.19 [ 10] , with d ~ 15 J.1m, from the measured value of å/ at V = 0, we estimate L/~/ ~ 0.72 from equation (6) , and 0~ ~ 53°. Both values confirm that we have indeed a very weak anchoring in the present case. We again extract the linear part by using data at various pairs of positive and negative voltages of magnitudes greater than 1.5 V. This part has a slope of 380 ~m~V. Using K ~ 0.5 x 10-6 dyne, we estimate (e, + e3) -1 x 10-4 cgs units. The sum of the flexo-coefficients is expected to decrease with temperature like the order parameter but the calculated value appears to be about three times too small compared to the expected one. More curiously, the slope d(Al)/dV at say -2 V is larger than that at + 2 V in figure 3 . This means that the quadratic part which can be extracted from the data would imply a positive sign of Ae. These observations indicate that the assumed sin2 BS form of the surface anchoring term is not adequate. The deviations from the equilibrium orientation are very large in this cell and as we have shown elsewhere [14] , for large es, higher order terms of the surface potential become important. If one assumes the surface torque to present a peak value at 0~ &#x3E; 45° which can be got for example by adding a negative sin 4 ø term to the torque, both the value of (el + e3) and the quadratic part on the electro-optic response move in the right direction. A more detailed analysis would require independent measurements of the surface potential.
Finally, to support the interpretation that electrochemical screening of the field is responsible for the strong non-linearity at ± 1 V seen in figure 3 , we have studied the electrical conductivity of the cell to reversals of voltage. We have distinctly seen two time constants for the current decay. the faster one ( ~ 1 0-2 s) corresponding to the bulk liquid crystal dielectric relaxation. The slower decay gave a current decrease by a factor of ~ 5 over several seconds. This should correspond to the time constant of the thin screening counterions layers near the electrodes. This factor 5 is in good agreement with the observed ratio of the slopes d(A/)/dF above and below 1 V, i.e. to the screening of the bulk electric field by the surface counterions. Another problem is the possible existence of space charges in the bulk, related to the anisotropy of conductivity. These space charges would create a non-uniform field in the HAN cell. To estimate the effect, since div J = 0, where J is the current density, we can write where v is the anisotropy of conductivity v = «(J II -61)/ c~ ~~, (J II and (J 1-being conductivities parallel and perpendicular to the director, respectively; v ~ 0.3 for MBBA. Using (7) in equation (2) we find that d(Al)/dV is altered only by ~ 15 %, which is not important in the present stage.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a large linear flexo-electro-optic effect using a hybrid aligned nematic liquid crystal. This is made possible only by using an aligning plate with weak anchoring energy. In a few volt range the flexo-electric effect becomes dominant and results in an electrically controlled birefringence. The results also provide evidence for the inadequacy of the sin2 9s form of the surface potential when the surface angle es is large. The important influence of electrochemical effects in MBBA is also seen as a strong non-linearity near the redox potential. It must be possible to improve the linearity of the response by dissolving in the nematic, dopants with a small redox potential.
